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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method is provided for forming discrete segment clusters of 
one or more sequential sentences from a corpus of commu 
nication transcripts of transactional communications that 
comprises dividing the communication transcripts of the cor 
pus into a ?rst set of sentences spoken by a caller and a second 
set of sentences spoken by a responder; generating a speci?ed 
number of sentence clusters by grouping the ?rst and second 
sets of sentences according to a measure of lexical similarity 
using an unsupervised partitional clustering method; gener 
ating a collection of sequences of sentence types by assigning 
a distinct sentence type to each sentence cluster and repre 
senting each sentence of each communication transcript of 
the corpus With the sentence type assigned to the sentence 
cluster into Which the sentence is grouped; and generating a 
speci?ed number of discrete segment clusters by successively 
merging sentence clusters according to a proximity-based 
measure between the sentence types assigned to the sentence 
clusters Within sequences of the collection. 
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METHOD FOR SEGMENTING 
COMMUNICATION TRANSCRIPTS USING 
UNSUPERVSED AND SEMI-SUPERVISED 

TECHNIQUES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
relate to segmentation of communication transcripts, and 
more particularly, to unsupervised and semi-supervised tech 
niques for segmenting communication transcripts. 
[0003] 2. Description of Background 
[0004] Call centers are centralized of?ces that are used for 
the purpose of receiving and transmitting a large volume of 
requests through communication channels such as telephone 
calls, emails, and instant messages. Many organiZations oper 
ate call centers that provide dialog-based support from spe 
cialiZed agents to sell their products, handle customer issues, 
and address product-related and services-related issues. With 
the operational cost of call centers becoming essentially equal 
among competitors, the primary differentiator betWeen com 
petitors is quality of service. Thus, there is an increasing need 
for tools that are able to automatically analyZe quality of 
service. 
[0005] A typical call center agent handles tens to hundreds 
of calls and other communications per day depending on the 
complexity of the issues addressed. With the advances in 
speech recognition technologies for converting speech sig 
nals to a sequence of Words in digital text and their Wide 
spread deployment in call centers, huge volumes of data are 
produced everyday in the form of transcripts of call conver 
sations or communications from telephone calls, emails, 
instant messages, and the like. Call centers constantly moni 
tor these communication transcripts to improve agent produc 
tivity, study cross-sell and up-sell opportunities, check com 
pliance, analyZe hoW customers perceive their offerings, etc. 
In most cases, only a small, sample number of the communi 
cations are manually analyZed for monitoring purposes 
mainly because of the infeasibility of manually analyZing all 
the communications, and further, because the analysis done 
for one objective differs from that for other objectives. 
[0006] In typical call center communications, agents and 
customers take turns speaking to each other to complete trans 
actions such as, for example, making car rental reservations. 
While handling such transactional communications, agents 
attempt to folloW a Well-de?ned communication or call ?oW 
that speci?es hoW an agent should proceed in a communica 
tion, address the needs of customers, handle objections, per 
suade customers, folloW compliance issues, etc. Thus, there 
are many communications in Which customers express simi 
lar needs that agents are trained to address in the same pre 
scribed manner. While the Words exchanged during these 
communications may not match verbatim, due to, for 
example, differences in the particular phrases used or the 
sequence of questions and ansWers, each communication can 
be expected to enter a certain set of states and complete a 
sequence of events Within each of these states before moving 
on to the next state. As a result, it becomes possible to parti 
tion a communication into segments of contiguous sentences 
based upon the particular action that is performed in each 
state of the communication. A segment in a communication 
therefore refers to a state, or a section of dialogue, during 
Which the caller and the recipient or responder interact on a 
speci?c topic/task. 
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[0007] Automatically identifying these lexical segments in 
communications has many potential applications in call or 
communication analysis and agent monitoring. Using seg 
mentation, agent monitoring procedures can be highly auto 
mated and non-compliance can be detected. Segmentation 
can be helpful in determining Whether the prescribed com 
munication How is being folloWed by agents, Whether the 
prescribed tasks are being properly performed in each state, 
and Whether prescribed tasks are taking more time than 
expected. For example, in a typical car rental reservation 
transaction, an agent is instructed to verify the details of the 
reservation before con?rming, and it becomes possible to 
automatically check compliance With this particular guide 
line only When the segments in the communications have 
been explicitly identi?ed. 
[0008] When call center communications that are guided 
by a Well-de?ned communication How are examined in their 
entirety, it can be di?icult to identify differences betWeen the 
communications. By performing segmentation of a commu 
nication transcript, the communication can be broken into 
parts to help call or communication monitoring by highlight 
ing these differences, and it becomes feasible to examine 
Whether the agent handled different aspects correctly. For 
example, simply by looking at the presence or absence of 
segments, it can be easily determined Whether the agents are 
folloWing the prescribed communication ?oW, Which can 
facilitate comparison betWeen agents. Segmentation can also 
be employed by a call center to determine What agents are 
doing Well in key segments so that all the agents canbe trained 
to folloW these positive traits. Apart from facilitating moni 
toring of communications, the logical break up of communi 
cations into segments can also alloW for a call center to 
determine the ef?ciency of the prescribed communication 
How and make an assessment of Whether any changes should 
be made. Furthermore, segmentation can alloW for more e?i 
cient information extraction, Which is of interest to the text 
mining community. 
[0009] Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a mechanism 
for explicitly ?nding states or segments in the communication 
?oW from the transcripts of call center communications that 
can help in monitoring communications, improve agent pro 
ductivity, and track compliance to guidelines. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The shortcomings of the prior art can be overcome 
and additional advantages can be provided through exem 
plary embodiments of the present invention that are related to 
a method for forming discrete segment clusters of one or more 
sequential sentences from a corpus of communication tran 
scripts of transactional communications in Which each com 
munication transcript includes a sequence of sentences spo 
ken betWeen a caller and a responder. The method comprises 
dividing the communication transcripts of the corpus into a 
?rst set of sentences spoken by the caller and a second set of 
sentences spoken by the responder; generating a speci?ed 
number of sentence clusters by grouping the ?rst and second 
sets of sentences according to a measure of lexical similarity 
using an unsupervised partitional clustering method; gener 
ating a collection of sequences of sentence types by assigning 
a distinct sentence type to each sentence cluster and repre 
senting each sentence of each communication transcript of 
the corpus With the sentence type assigned to the sentence 
cluster into Which the sentence is grouped; and generating a 
speci?ed number of discrete segment clusters of one or more 
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sequential sentences by successively merging sentence clus 
ters according to a proximity-based measure betWeen the 
sentence types assigned to the sentence clusters Within 
sequences of the collection. 
[0011] The shortcomings of the prior art can also be over 
come and additional advantages can also be provided through 
exemplary embodiments of the present invention that are 
related to computer program products and data processing 
systems corresponding to the above-summarized method are 
also described and claimed herein. 
[0012] Additional features and advantages are realiZed 
through the techniques of the present invention. Other 
embodiments and aspects of the invention are described in 
detail herein and are considered a part of the claimed inven 
tion. For a better understanding of the invention With advan 
tages and features, refer to the description and to the draW 
1ngs. 

TECHNICAL EFFECTS 

[0013] As a result of the summariZed invention, technically 
We have achieved a solution that can be implemented to 
provide for automatic, unsupervised segmentation of com 
munication transcripts. Exemplary embodiments can be 
implemented to utiliZe lexical coherence, textual proximity, 
and position information Within each segment in a manner 
that is tolerant to noise in the transcripts and noise introduced 
by multiple levels of clustering. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The subject matter that is regarded as the invention 
is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the claims 
at the conclusion of the speci?cation. The foregoing and other 
objects, features, and advantages of the invention are apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description of exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention taken in conjunction 
With the accompanying draWings in Which: 
[0015] FIG. 1 is a How diagram illustrating an exemplary 
embodiment of a process of segmenting a communication 
transcript of a transactional communication in accordance 
With the present invention. 
[0016] FIG. 2 is a graphical representation of an example of 
a segmented transactional communication transcript. 
[0017] FIG. 3 is a depiction of exemplary collections of 
characteristic phrases obtained from a contact center for the 
example segment types “details” and “rates”. 
[0018] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
hardWare con?guration or a computer system Within Which 
exemplary embodiments of the present invention can be 
implemented. 
[0019] The detailed description explains exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention, together With advan 
tages and features, by Way of example With reference to the 
draWings. The How diagrams depicted herein are just 
examples. There may be many variations to these diagrams or 
the steps (or operations) described therein Without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. For instance, the steps may be 
performed in a differing order, or steps may be added, deleted, 
or modi?ed. All of these variations are considered a part of the 
claimed invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0020] While the speci?cation concludes With claims 
de?ning the features of the invention that are regarded as 
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novel, it is believed that the invention Will be better under 
stood from a consideration of the description of exemplary 
embodiments in conjunction With the draWings. It is of course 
to be understood that the embodiments described herein are 
merely exemplary of the invention, Which can be embodied in 
various forms. Therefore, speci?c structural and functional 
details disclosed in relation to the exemplary embodiments 
described herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but 
merely as a representative basis for teaching one skilled in the 
art to variously employ the present invention in virtually any 
appropriate form. Further, the terms and phrases used herein 
are not intended to be limiting but rather to provide an under 
standable description of the invention. 
[0021] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
are directed to mechanisms for automating analysis of call 
center communications by segmenting transcripts of the 
exchanges. Exemplary embodiments employ a method of 
identifying segments (or states) that is unsupervised (that is, 
a set of training data consisting of labeled examples or cat 
egories of segments is not available at the outset; rather, the 
segments form a model that is ?t to a gathered collections of 
communication transcripts) and embodies various subtasks 
of the underlying call or communication How in communica 
tion transcript data to thereby divide communications based 
upon these segments. Exemplary embodiments are also 
directed to mechanisms for improving segmentation mecha 
nisms by using a type of semi-supervision to provide for 
improvements in accuracy. Exemplary embodiments are also 
directed to mechanisms for automatically checking the com 
pliance of agents that can be implemented to improve the 
precision of identifying compliance. Exemplary embodi 
ments can be implemented to exploit multiple transcripts of 
essentially similar exchanges and to perform analysis of the 
transcripts of communications that have been obtained either 
manually (for example, directly through instant messaging 
applications used to provide dialog-based support) or by 
using speech recognition systems. 
[0022] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
can be implemented to generally perform a tWo -level analysis 
by considering communications as sequences of information 
exchanges betWeen the caller and the agent responder. The 
?rst level involves assessing logical units of information 
exchange, referred to herein as sub-procedure text segments 
(SPTSs), in individual communications by analyZing com 
munication transcripts in isolation to identify distinct trans 
actional interactions in the communications based on lexical 
similarity and an entropy measure. The second level builds on 
the ?rst by assessing sequences of SPTSs in multiple com 
munications using a corpus or database of transcripts to iden 
tify similar groups of interactions (segments) in the commu 
nications. Exemplary embodiments can also be implemented 
to perform an algorithm that utiliZes limited or semi-supervi 
sion data in the form of frequent phrases for ?nding segments. 
[0023] Exemplary embodiments can be implemented to 
provide a mechanism for analyZing sequences of SPTSs to 
automatically segment an individual communication tran 
script by utiliZing the average positioning information of 
segments across communications in either an unsupervised or 
semi-supervised manner. In exemplary embodiments in 
Which communications are segmented in an unsupervised 
manner, SPTSs are grouped together to form Representative 
Segments (RSs). As described above, a segment in a commu 
nication refers to a collection of consecutive dialogue that is 
related to a speci?c task or subject. Therefore, RSs can be 
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identi?ed from the collection of SPTS sequences such that the 
SPTSs representing an RS tend to appear together in commu 
nications across the corpus of communication transcripts. 
Once RSs have been identi?ed, they can be utilized to per 
form segmentation of a communication transcript by group 
ing the SPTSs of the communication according their proxim 
ity to RSs. 

[0024] Referring noW to FIG. 1, a How diagram illustrating 
an exemplary embodiment of a process 100 of segmenting a 
communication transcript in accordance With the present 
invention is illustrated. In exemplary process 100, at block 
110, a set of communication transcripts from a particular 
transactional call center process is obtained, for example, 
from a corpus of communication transcripts. At block 120, 
the communication transcripts are divided into tWo groups of 
sentencesione corresponding to the sentences spoken by 
callers and the other the sentences spoken by the agent receiv 
ing or responding to the communication. Because collections 
of communication transcripts are typically very diverse in the 
kind of problems that they address, these tWo groups of sen 
tences are then clustered according to a speci?ed number of 
topic clusters that address a speci?c issue at block 130 to form 
clusters of SPTSs. 

[0025] More speci?cally, in the present exemplary embodi 
ment, to form SPTS clusters, the collected communication 
transcripts in the corpus are segmented in an unsupervised 
manner. By representing the collection of communications 
obtained at block 110 by {C1, . . . , CN}, each communication 

C can be represented by a sequence of exchanges {v1(C), . . . 
, v‘c‘(C)}, Where |C| is the number of exchanges in the com 
munication. At block 120, each exchange v in the communi 
cation sequence can be divided into a sentence vl spoken by 
an caller folloWed by a sentence v2 spoken by a person 
responding to the caller. The length of the communication Cl. 
is represented by n,, Where |Ci|:nl-/2 for iIl, . . . ,N. 

[0026] To segment the collection of communications, an 
unsupervised partitional clustering process is performed that 
creates topic clusters of sentences such that the sentences 
inside a cluster are close to each other in terms of lexical 
similarity and also far apart from sentences in other topic 
clusters. In exemplary embodiments, to Work With a set of 
similar communications, the collection of communication 
can be clustered into K topic clusters at block 130 using a 
K-means algorithm (KMA). The general steps performed in 
the K-means clustering are as follows: (1) choose the number 
of topic clusters K; (2) randomly generate K clusters and 
determine the centroid for each cluster; (3) assign each sen 
tence to the nearest cluster centroid; (4) re-compute the near 
est cluster centroid; and (5) repeat the previous steps until a 
speci?ed convergence criterion is met. 

[0027] In exemplary embodiments, if the corpus contains 
only communications on the same topic (that is, the case in 
Which KIl ), this initial phase of clustering canbe skipped. By 
letting Tl, . . . , TK be a partition of the collection of commu 

nications into K topic clusters, 

be the set sentences spoken by the callers in the communica 
tions in Ti, and 
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be the set of sentences spoken by responders to the callers in 
Ti, Gis and His can be clustered separately to obtain SPTSs 
using the KMA. The set of SPTSs clusters can then be 
denoted by S:{Sl, . . . , S M}, and each communication C,- in 
the collection of communication as {C1, . . . , CN} can be 

represented by a sequence of SPTS Sjs. 
[0028] In the present exemplary embodiment, the KMA 
clustering is performed adaptively until a good quality set of 
SPTSs is obtained, and the number of clusters in the good 
quality set is determined by optimiZing a quality measure 
called the SPTS-Cluster-Entropy (SCE) measure. A typical 
communication consists of a sequence of information 
exchanges, and assuming that there exist some sentences in a 
communication that re?ect sub-procedures steps, the good 
ness of the SPTS clusters can be partially judged by the 
frequency of communications that contain sentences from 
each SPTS cluster and the number of communications into 
Which the sentences in each SPTS cluster are scattered. Thus, 
the SCE measure is de?ned in terms of the scatter of the 
communications in the corpus across the set of SPTS clusters. 
More speci?cally, a given clustering of SPTSs is considered 
to be good if many communications in the corpus are scat 
tered across many clusters in the set of SPTSs. 
[0029] Before assessing the quality measure for a given 
clustering, a normaliZed entropy (NE) measure is ?rst deter 
mined With respect to each communication in the corpus at 
block 140. The NE of a communication C With respect to the 
set of SPTS clusters is de?ned as 

NES<C> = -[Z dingo») /1og<n). 

Where dz. is the fraction of communication C in cluster 

Si. Em = -Z (it-logo.) 

is the entropy of communication C, and n is the length of 
communication C. Because log(|C|) is the maximum value 
that entropy can assume, each NE quality measure Would 
assume a value betWeen 0 and l. 

[0030] As an example, Where a communication Cl is pro 
vided that is represented by the sequence of SPTSs (S2, S1, S5, 
S6, S4) and a communication C2 is provided that is repre 
sented by the sequence of SPTSs (S3, S5, S5, S3, S5), it is 
obvious from the representation that C 1 is more scattered than 
C2. The entropy of d,-, as provided by ES(C):—Zl-di log(dl-), 
captures this scatter. More speci?cally, When the set of SPTS 
clusters S:{Sl, . . . , S6}, ES(Cl):0.6989, and ES(C2):0.29. 
The entropy measure also Works Well to compare the com 
munications of the same cardinality. As another example, a 
communication C3 that can be represented by the sequence of 
SPTSs (S1, S2) and a communication C4 that can be repre 
sented by the sequence ofSPTSs (S1, S1, S1, S1, S2, S2, S2, S2) 
possess the same entropy. Intuitively, the entropy measure for 
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communication C3 should be higher than that of communica 
tion C4 because C3 is already scattered across as many clus 
ters as possible. Accordingly, the NE of communication C3 
has a calculated value of l .0 and the NE of communication C4 
has a calculated value of 0.333. 
[0031] In the present exemplary embodiment, the NE val 
ues for a collection of communications can be used to de?ne 
the SCE measures for the sets of SPTSs, Which measure the 
quality for each step-level cluster that is generated during 
clustering at block 130. By representing each communication 
CI. in the corpus as the sequence of SPTS clusters {sip . . . , 

sl-ni , Where sy- US, the SCE measure of a set of SPTS clusters 
S With respect to the corpus of communication transcripts is 
de?ned as 

N 

int-NEW» 

That is, the SCE measure is calculated as the cardinality 
Weighted average of NE values of the communication in the 
corpus. The SCE measure increases With the number of clus 
ters because there are more clusters into Which a given com 
munication may be scattered. Moreover, for a given number 
of clusters and an approximately equal number of data ele 
ments, the SCE measure decreases as the average communi 
cation length increases. This is due to the increased probabil 
ity of tWo steps in the same communication being mapped 
into the same cluster as the length of a communication 
increases. Both the clusters and the corpus parameteriZe the 
SCE measure. 

[0032] In the present exemplary embodiment, at decision 
block 150, a determination is made as to Whether a given 
clustering S is good by assessing the SCE measure. A clus 
tering is said to be good if many communications in the 
corpus are scattered across many clusters in S. More particu 
larly, a good clustering is one With a very good NE value and 
a high number of sentences per cluster. If the given clustering 
S is deemed to be good, the process proceeds to block 170, at 
Which each communication C,- in the collection of communi 
cations Will then be represented in the corpus as a sequence of 
SPTS cluster labels {sip . . . , sin} corresponding to the 

sentences of the communication Ci. The cluster labels can be 
used for characterizing the clusters to make the output more 
readable. These characteristic labels can be obtained using, 
for example, text summariZation algorithms to obtain 
descriptive and/or discriminative Words. If the given cluster 
ing set is not deemed to be good, the process proceeds to block 
160, at Which the KMA clustering parameters are changed. In 
exemplary embodiments, the ?rst parameter that can be 
changed is the random seed for the KMA, and the second 
parameter change can involve an increase in the number of 
topic clusters K. After changing the parameters, the process 
returns to block 130, at Which a neW set of SPTS clusters are 
formed based the neW parameters to segment the collection of 
communications in the corpus in an unsupervised manner. 
[0033] In the present exemplary embodiment, at block 180, 
the topic SPTS clusters are further clustered according to 
their proximity in the corpus of communications to build RS 
clusters. To perform the clustering at block 180, a proximity 
based similarity measure betWeen SPTS clusters that is pro 
portional to the frequency of their co-occurrence in a certain 
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neighborhood of the communications in the corpus is used in 
a relational-clustering algorithm to partition the SPTS clus 
ters into a given number of RS clusters.As a result, SPTSs that 
occur in close proximity are clustered together in a RS, and 
each RS cluster is considered to represent a segment in a 
communication. It can be seen that the similarity depends on 
the corpus and changes With the corpus. 
[0034] In exemplary embodiments, the similarity measure 
used at block 180 can be de?ned in the folloWing manner: (1) 
Let Xlj represent the number of times SPTSs S,- and S] 
occurred in the corpus of communications Within a neighbor 

hood of u); that is, Xlj:|{(k, l, m):skZ:Sl-, skm:S]-,|l—m|<u)}|; 
(2) let CIDImaXZ-J-XU; (3) then, the similarity betWeen SPTSs S, 
and Sj is de?ned as 

In exemplary embodiments, agglomerative hierarchical clus 
tering (AHC) can be performed to successively merge the 
most-similar separate SPTSs into larger clusters using the 
similarity measure as de?ned above until a desired number of 
segment clusters is reached. The resulting clusters can be 
denoted by El, . . . , 2L. That is, ZZ-ES and Zl?Zj:{ }, Vi#j. 
[0035] In exemplary embodiments, once the RS clusters 
have been formed, the corpus of RSs can be utiliZed to seg 
ment communication transcripts by converting each commu 
nication to a sequence of SPTSs, Which entails assigning each 
sentence in the communication to the nearest SPTS to obtain 
a sequence of SPTSs representing the communication, and 
then mapping the resulting sequence of SPTSs for the com 
munication to the corresponding RS clusters. Segmentation is 
the process of dividing a communication into sequences of 
consecutive segments Where each segment is composed of 
one or more sequential sentences. A graphical representation 
of an example of a segmented transactional communication 
transcript is illustrated in FIG. 2. In this example, the com 
munication contains eight sentences and each sentence is 
mapped to some SPTS, S, which is in turn part of some RS, 
Rj. The segments of the example communication are divided 
into three blocks in FIG. 2. The ?rst three sentences form a 
?rst segment S1, the next tWo form a second segment S2, and 
the remaining three sentences belong to a third segment S3. 
[0036] In the exemplary embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, at 
block 190, the corpus of RSs, along With the positioning 
information of the RS clusters, is utiliZed to segment com 
munication transcripts in a noise-tolerant fashion. More spe 
ci?cally, for a given communication transcript C of length nto 
be segmented, communication C is ?rst converted into a 
sequence of SPTSs by assigning each sentence in the com 
munication to an SPTS Whose centroid is closest to the sen 
tence. Then, the resulting SPTSs in the sequence are mapped 
to corresponding RSs, such that the sequence of SPTSs of 
communication C can be denoted as {sl., . . . , sn} and the 

corresponding sequence of RSs can be denoted as {rl-, . . . , rn}. 

That is, ri|:| {21, . . . , 2L}, UI-A segmentation J ofcommuni 
cation C can be represented as a sequence of numbers (i1, . . 

. , j d), Where the ?rst j 1 sentences of communication C belong 
to the ?rst segment, the next j 2 sentences belong to the next 
segment, and so on. It should be noted that ZkjkIn, Which 
corresponds to the length of communication C. 
[0037] Following this conversion, the average relative com 
munication positions of each 2,- can be used to estimate the 
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authenticity of each sentence in communication C to enable 
robust segmentation. The communication position of an 
occurrence of a segment Within communication C is mea 
sured as the fraction of the communication that has elapsed 
before this occurrence. More speci?cally, for a communica 
tion C of length n and an RS occurrence 2 that occurs at a 

position j in the communication sequence, the relative posi 
tion of the RS occurrence is j/n, and the average relative 
position of occurrence of RS clusters 2 in a corpus, denoted 
by AV(Z), is the average of the relative positions of each 
occurrence of the RSs in the corpus. 

[0038] Intuitively, it can be expected that that the occur 
rence of an RS at a position very distant from the position at 
Which it typically occurs in a communication is likely to be a 
noisy occurrence. In the present exemplary embodiment, in a 
communication of length n, the probability of the jth RS, r], 
being a non-noisy occurrence can be expressed as PN(rj):l — 
|j/n—AV(r]-)|. The probability of non-noise as thus de?ned is 
able to capture the relationship betWeen communication posi 
tion and noise by assigning a Weight that is inversely related 
to its distance from the usual occurrence position to each RS 
occurrence in the communication. The Weight that is assigned 
using this probability of non-noise is linear With respect to the 
distance of an occurrence from the average relative position. 
In alternative exemplary embodiments, other probability cal 
culations can be utiliZed for expressing the probability of 
non-noise, such as, for example, those that depend on the 
position of the neighboring average relative positions. 
[0039] A purity measure can generally be interpreted as 
re?ecting classi?cation accuracy under the assumption that 
all objects of a cluster are classi?ed to be members of the 
dominant class for that cluster. In the present exemplary 
embodiment, the purity of a segment is de?ned as being high 
if all probabilities rl- occur With a high probability of non 
noise and belong to the same cluster 2. The purity of a seg 
ment Jk1:(rk, . . . ,rk+l) in a communication C can be given by 

Using this purity calculation, the communication C can be 
segmented into a sequence of segments j 1, . . . , j d such that the 

purity of each segment is greater than a threshold value [1, 
Where (0.0éué l .0). 
[0040] In the present exemplary embodiment, the commu 
nication segmentation performed at block 190 in FIG. 1 is 
achieved using a variant of agglomerative hierarchical clus 
tering. This AHC variant begins by as signing each sentence to 
its oWn segment that is labeled With the RS identi?er of the 
sentence. Then, these segments are merged in a robust fashion 
by an iterative process involving the folloWing sequence of 
steps: (1) merge contiguous sequences of segments that have 
the same segment label to form a single segment; (2) ?nd the 
pair of adjacent segments (S, S) for Which their merger 
results in a segment of maximal purity; and (3) if the merger 
of S,- and Sj results in a segment of purity of less than [1, stop 
the agglomerative process and output the current segmenta 
tion. If instead the merger of S,- and Sj results in a segment of 
purity that is not less than u, the segments are merged and 
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assigned to the label of the RS having the maximal concen 
tration on the merged segment, and the iterative process 
repeats. 
[0041] As an example, a communication C 1 having 20 sen 
tences that canbe represented by the RS Sequence (Z2, Z2, Z2, 
Z2, Z3, Z2, Z2, Z4, Z4, Z4, Z4, . . . ) is provided. The AV values 
for E2 and 23 are 0.05 and 0.9 respectively, and the ?fth 
sentence is transcribed as “agent: thank you for calling XYZ”. 
In this example, the ?fth sentence is a noisy occurrence of a 
“sign-off message” in Which the agent mistakenly assumes 
that he has completed the transaction. The probabilities of 
non-noise for the corresponding sentences can be calculated 
to be (1.0, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.35, 0.75, . . . ), While the 
probability of non-noise corresponding to the ?fth sentence is 
found to be 0.35, as this occurrence is more distinguishable in 
the communication from typical occurrences of similar sen 
tences. By specifying a value for p. of 0.95 in the present 
example, (Z2, Z2, Z2, 22) Would be assigned as the ?rst seg 
ment and, because the addition of 23 to the ?rst segment 
Would bring the purity of the ?rst segment to beloW 0.95, (23) 
Would be assigned as the second segment (that is, jl:4 and 
jZII). Alternatively, by specifying a value for p. of 0.90, Q2, 
Z2, Z2, Z2, Z3, Z2, 22) Would be assigned as the ?rst segment, 
Which, by canceling out the effect of the noisy ?fth sentence, 
provides a more intuitive segmentation. The foregoing 
example illustrates hoW the robustness to noise in segmenting 
communications can be induced both by the assignment of 
non-noise probabilities and by using a reasonable value for p. 

[0042] In the exemplary embodiment provided in FIG. 1, at 
block 200, semi-supervision techniques are utiliZed to pro 
vide for better segmentation by incorporating domain infor 
mation for each segment into the segmentation process. 
Domain information can be procured as a collection of char 
acteristic phrases for each pre-de?ned segment type. The use 
of characteristic phrases for each segment type provides for 
the ability to be reused across processes for those segment 
types that are common across processes. Many segment types 
such as, for example, “greeting”, “gathering personal 
details”, and “conclusion” tend to be common across very 
diverse processes, and it is easy to remove very specialiZed 
phrases from phrase collections Without domain knoWledge 
to ensure generality of the technique that uses them. For 
example, a greeting segment typically Will contain a phrase 
such as “hoW may I”, “may I assist”, etc., and a details 
segment typically Will contain a phrase such as “date and 
time”, “on What date”, etc. Examples of collections of char 
acteristic phrases obtained from a contact center for the exem 
plary segment types “details” and “rates” are provided in FIG. 
3. In exemplary embodiments, each automatic segment can 
be mapped to prede?ned segments using these Words or 
phrases. 
[0043] In exemplary embodiments, characteristic phrase 
collections such as those illustrated in FIG. 3 can be utiliZed 
to repair the set of RSs before the sequence is used to perform 
automatic segmentation. In performing this RS repair phase, 
by letting A:{Al, . . . , AM} denote the sets of phrases 
obtained from domain experts such that each A, corresponds 
to a pre-de?ned segment type G1, the correspondence 
betWeen an RS 2,- and a pre-de?ned segment type Gj can be 
measured using ScoreQi, G), which is de?ned as the total 
number occurrences of phrases in the set Aj among the sen 
tences in 21-. The Score measurements can then be used to 
modify the collection of RS Es to arrive at a neW collection of 
RS Es by performing the folloWing operations. First, for an 
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RS E, if the majority of occurrences of phrases are from the 
set of phrases A], RS E, is assigned to Gj. Otherwise, if there 
is no such pre-de?ned segment type, E, is excluded from the 
set of RSs. Then, if multiple Es get assigned to the same G], 
the multiple Es are merged to form a single merged RS. 

[0044] The operations described above for using the Score 
measurements to modify the collection of RS Es cannot have 
the effect of increasing the number of RSs, but may decrease 
the number of RSs by deletion or merger. The usage of 
domain knowledge in this fashion seeks to arrive at a set of 
RSs that has a one-to-one mapping to the set of pre-de?ned 
segments. The ?rst step, which is performed to delete RSs that 
are not matched to a single pre-de?ned segment, helps to 
remove noisy RSs that may pollute the segmentation. Noisy 
RSs may be the result of, for example, noisy sentences in the 
communication, noise induced while obtaining the SPTS 
clusters, and/or noise in the clustering of SPTS clusters to 
form RSs. The second step, which is performed to merge RSs, 
performs the repair to remove any many-to-one mappings 
that may exist between RSs and pre-de?ned segments. There 
fore, in the presence of domain knowledge, the ?rst step 
operates to generate a larger number of RSs than the number 
of pre-de?ned segments, which helps to avoid any one-to 
many mapping between the RSs and pre-de?ned segments. 
The many-to -one mappings introduced due to the larger num 
ber of RSs would then be removed by the second, repairing 
step. 
[0045] In exemplary embodiments in which supervision 
techniques are employed are described above to provide for 
better segmentation, the operations performed rely on super 
visory phrases and have little tolerance to noise in the phrases. 
In exemplary embodiments, this can be addressed by assign 
ing fuZZy membership values to the phrases in A, that can be 
used to compute the function Score(., .). 
[0046] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
can be implemented to improve the precision of performing 
automatic compliance checking of communications handled 
by agents who are trained to follow a prescribed communi 
cation ?ow by using the segmented transcripts of the com 
munications. Compliance checking involves verifying that an 
agent has performed all the mandatory checks that are pre 
scribed by the contact center process guidelines. One method 
of automatically checking compliance is to determine 
whether prede?ned phrases relating to the guidelines are 
present in the communication transcripts. For example, to 
check if the agent has con?rmed that the customer has a valid 
driver license, a search of the transcript for key words such as 
“driver license”, “valid”, etc., can be performed. Key words 
that are used for such a mandatory con?rmation, however, 
may also occur in various other contexts in a communication, 
and only those instances that occur as part of the mandatory 
con?rmation are relevant to compliance checking. As a result, 
it may not be possible to accurately determine if the agent has 
performed a particular key task by looking at the entire com 
munication. To isolate the speci?c relevant instances, it canbe 
checked whether the prede?ned phrases are present in appro 
priate, relevant segment(s) of a communication after segmen 
tation has ?rst been applied to the communication transcript. 
Using segmentation in this manner, it becomes possible to 
conduct a search for the corresponding key words only in the 
particular segments in which the key task is supposed to be 
present according to the prescribed communication ?ow. 
Thus, in exemplary embodiments, the use of segmentation in 
performing compliance checking can be used to reduce the 
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number of false positives (that is, instances where the key 
words that are characteristic of a mandatory check occur in 
other, irrelevant segments) and therefore provide for more 
precise compliance checking of the same task than when 
compliance checking is performed on raw communication 
transcripts. 
[0047] The capabilities of exemplary embodiments of 
present invention described above can be implemented in 
software, ?rmware, hardware, or some combination thereof, 
and may be realiZed in a centraliZed fashion in one computer 
system, or in a distributed fashion where different elements 
are spread across several interconnected computer systems. 
Any kind of computer system4or other apparatus adapted 
for carrying out the methods and/ or functions described 
hereiniis suitable. A typical combination of hardware and 
software could be a general-purpose computer system with a 
computer program that, when being loaded and executed, 
controls the computer system such that it carries out the 
methods described herein. Exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention can also be embedded in a computer pro 
gram product, which comprises features enabling the imple 
mentation of the methods described herein, and whichi 
when loaded in a computer systemiis able to carry out these 
methods. 
[0048] Computer program means or computer program in 
the present context include any expression, in any language, 
code or notation, of a set of instructions intended to cause a 
system having an information processing capability to per 
form a particular function either directly or after conversion 
to another language, code or notation, and/or reproduction in 
a different material form. 

[0049] Therefore, one or more aspects of exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention can be included in an 
article of manufacture (for example, one or more computer 
program products) having, for instance, computer usable 
media. The media has embodied therein, for instance, com 
puter readable program code means for providing and facili 
tating the capabilities of the present invention. The article of 
manufacture canbe included as a part of a computer system or 
sold separately. Furthermore, at least one program storage 
device readable by a machine, tangibly embodying at least 
one program of instructions executable by the machine to 
perform the capabilities of the exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention described above can be provided. 
[0050] For instance, exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention can be implemented within the exemplary embodi 
ment of a hardware con?guration provided for a computer 
system in FIG. 4. FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary computer 
system 10 upon which exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention can be implemented. A processor or CPU 12 
receives data and instructions for operating upon from on 
board cache memory or further cache memory 18, possibly 
through the mediation of a cache controller 20, which can in 
turn receives such data from system read/write memory 
(“RAM”) 22 through a RAM controller 24, or from various 
peripheral devices through a system bus 26. The data and 
instruction contents of RAM 22 will ordinarily have been 
loaded from peripheral devices such as a system disk 27. 
Alternative sources include communications interface 28, 
which can receive instructions and data from other computer 
systems. 
[0051] The above-described program or modules imple 
menting exemplary embodiments of the present invention can 
work on processor 12 and the like to perform shape interpo 
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lation. The program or modules implementing exemplary 
embodiments may be stored in an external storage medium. 
In addition to system disk 27, an optical recording medium 
such as a DVD and a PD, a magneto-optical recording 
medium such as a MD, a tape medium, a semiconductor 
memory such as an IC card, and the like may be used as the 
storage medium. Moreover, the program may be provided to 
computer system 10 through the netWork by using, as the 
recording medium, a storage device such as a hard disk or a 
RAM, Which is provided in a server system connected to a 
dedicated communication netWork or the Internet. 
[0052] While exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention have been described, it Will be understood that 
those skilled in the art, both noW and in the future, may make 
various modi?cations Without departing from the spirit and 
the scope of the present invention as set forth in the folloWing 
claims. These folloWing claims should be construed to main 
tain the proper protection for the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 

1-14. (canceled) 
15. A method for forming discrete segment clusters of one 

or more sequential sentences from a corpus of communica 
tion transcripts of transactional communications, each com 
munication transcript including a sequence of sentences spo 
ken betWeen a caller and a responder, the method comprising: 

dividing the communication transcripts of the corpus into a 
?rst set of sentences spoken by the caller and a second 
set of sentences spoken by the responder; 

grouping the ?rst and second sets of sentences into a set of 
sentence clusters using a K-means algorithm that is per 
formed adaptively until a quality measure is optimiZed, 
the quality measure being calculated by ?rst determin 
ing a normalized entropy value for each communication 
transcript in the corpus With respect to the set of sentence 
clusters, and then determining a cardinality-Weighted 
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average of the normalized entropy values for every com 
munication transcript in the corpus With respect to the 
set of sentence clusters; 

assigning a distinct sentence type to each sentence cluster 
of the set of sentence clusters; 

representing each sentence of each communication tran 
script of the corpus With the sentence type assigned to 
the sentence cluster into Which the sentence is grouped 
to generate a collection of sequences of sentence types; 

performing agglomerative hierarchical clustering to suc 
cessively merge pairs of sentence clusters according to a 
proximity-based measure betWeen pairs of sentence 
clusters to generate a speci?ed number of discrete seg 
ment clusters of one or more sequential sentences, the 
proximity-based measure betWeen any pair of sentence 
clusters being proportional to a frequency of co-occur 
rence of the pair of sentence types assigned to the pair of 
sentence clusters in a certain neighborhood of the 
sequences of sentence types in the collection; 

obtaining a distinct predetermined collection of key 
phrases for each of one or more segment types; 

assigning each discrete segment cluster of the speci?ed 
number of discrete segment clusters for Which most of 
the one or more sequential sentences of the discrete 
segment cluster are Within the collection of key phrases 
for one segment type of the one or more segment types to 
the segment type; 

removing each discrete segment cluster from the speci?ed 
number of discrete segment clusters for Which most of 
the one or more sequential sentences of the discrete 
segment cluster are not Within the collection of key 
phrases for any of the one or more segment types; and 

merging any discrete segment clusters of the speci?ed 
number of discrete segment clusters that are assigned to 
the same segment type of the one or more segment types. 

* * * * * 


